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1. Backdrop: standard practice in EoR modelling and 
measurements (last ~10 years)

2. New ideas: latest modelling results and new 
constraints (last ~2 years). What’s changed?

3. Looking forward: near-future prospects for 
improved constraints (next ~5 years). What can 
we expect?
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Goal: set stage for rest of the session, leave details to speakers!

Recent modelling efforts: 

• Talks by S. Mukherjee (kSZ, B modes), X. Wu (CMB & PopIII stars)

New constraints on IGM:

•Talk by by J. Dillon (via 21-cm PS w/ HERA)

Near-future possibilities

•Talks by P. Breysse (LIM), T. Namikawa (y x tau), P. La Plante (CMB x 21-cm)

I’ll focus largely on progress in galaxy models/obs., which are often used to 
frame expectations and results.
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Fig. 3. Level diagram illustrating the Wouthuysen–Field effect. We show the hyperfine splittings of the 1S and 2P levels. The solid lines label
transitions that mix the ground state hyperfine levels, while the dashed lines label complementary transitions that do not participate in mixing.
From [130].

excited to the triplet state (requiring significantly more energy than the cold neutral IGM can provide; see [111] for
a detailed discussion). Ionized helium avoids this problem and may be significant in partially ionized gas (though the
accompanying free electrons will still dominate because of their larger velocities). To our knowledge, these rates have
not yet been calculated.

Finally, we have collisions with trace elements. Spin exchange cross sections in H–D collisions have been evaluated by
[120] (see Section 2.6).Although they are much larger than the corresponding H–H cross sections at small temperatures,
their rarity means that they still have no significant effect on TS .

2.3. The Wouthuysen–Field effect

A less obvious coupling process has become known as the Wouthuysen–Field mechanism9 [66,67]. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where we have drawn the hyperfine sublevels of the 1S and 2P states of HI. Suppose a hydrogen atom in the
hyperfine singlet state absorbs a Ly! photon. The electric dipole selection rules allow !F =0, 1 except that F =0 → 0
is prohibited (here F is the total angular momentum of the atom). Thus the atom will jump to either of the central
2P states. However, these rules allow this state to decay to the 1S1/2 triplet level.10 Thus atoms can change hyperfine
states through the absorption and spontaneous re-emission of a Ly! photon (or indeed any Lyman-series photon; see
Section 2.4 below). This is analogous to the well-known “Raman scattering” process, which often determines the level
populations of metastable atomic states, except that in this case the atom undergoes a real (rather than virtual) transition
to the 2P state.

2.3.1. An approximate treatment
We begin with a relatively simple and intuitive treatment of this process. Reality is considerably more complicated;

we discuss more precise calculations in Section 2.3.3 below. The Wouthuysen–Field coupling must depend on the total
rate (per atom) at which Ly! photons are scattered within the gas,

P! = 4"#!

!
d$ J$($)%!($), (37)

9 As a guide to the English-speaking reader, “Wouthuysen” is pronounced as roughly “Vowt-how-sen,” although in reality the “uy” construction
is a diphthong with no precise counterpart in English.

10 Here we use the notation F LJ , where L and J are the orbital and total angular momentum of the electron.

Wouthuysen (1952)
Field (1958)

3. Hydrogen atoms emits 21-cm photons

2. Hydrogen atoms emit/absorb Ly-a photons

1. Free electrons scatter w/ photons
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Mean history 
(e.g., xHI(z), tau(z), etc.)

Topology  
(e.g., bubble size distribution)

fraction is uniformly distributed between f 0.1 0.3esc –= (Ouchi
et al. 2009), and we use a uniform distribution between
C = 1–6 for the clumping factor. Finally we model ξion as a
log-normal distribution with mean log 25.2ionx = and standard
deviation 0.15 dex, which was the range obtained by Robertson
et al. (2013) using the standard Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
models and measurements of the UV spectral slope by Dunlop
et al. (2012). We assume an IGM temperature of 20,000 K.

Once the reionization history, Q(z), is known, an important
constraint is to compare the electron scattering optical depth
with that inferred from cosmic microwave background
observations. The Planck Collaboration et al. (2015) reported
a reionization value of τ = 0.066 ± 0.012, consistent with
instantaneous reionization at z 8.8 .1.1

1.2= -
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where c is the speed of light, σT is the Thomson scattering cross
section and H(z) is the Hubble parameter.

Figure 12 shows the reionization history: the ionized
hydrogen fraction as a function of redshift, obtained by solving
Equation (6) with our model luminosity density, sampling the

distributions of input parameters. Figure 13 shows the electron
scattering optical depth as a function of redshift. For the LF
magnitude limit M 17,AB = - reionization is complete (Q = 1)
by z 6.86 ,reion 0.66

0.32= -
+ with z 0.042 .reion 0.002

0.008( )t = -
+ For the LF

magnitude limit M 12,AB = - reionization is complete by
z 7.84 ,reion 0.98

0.65= -
+ with z 0.056 .reion 0.010

0.007( )t = -
+

The fainter magnitude limit, corresponding to atomic cooling
halos of mass M M10 ,h

9~ : is fully consistent with the Planck
results, considering the uncertainty in the reionization model
parameters. This calculation shows that ultrafaint galaxies can
in principle provide enough photons to fully reionize the
universe by z ∼ 6 to match observations of the Lyα forest (Fan
et al. 2006). Both magnitude limits are broadly consistent with
a range of constraints from observations, within the reioniza-
tion model uncertainty: UV luminosity densities (Finkelstein
et al. 2012) for observable galaxies; quasar near zones
(Venemans et al. 2015); quasar spectra damping wings
(Schroeder et al. 2013); GRB spectra damping wings

Table 2
Predicted Number Counts for Example JWST and WFIRST Surveys

Redshift Dropout Filter UD (mlim = 32.0) MD (mlim = 30.6) WF (mlim = 29.3) WFIRST (mlim = 26.5)
∼40 arcmin2 ∼400 arcmin2 ∼4000 arcmin2 ∼2000 deg2

z ∼ 8 F115W 197 92
104

-
+ 548 225

259
-
+ 1335 503

595
-
+ 61370 22029

27995
-
+

z ∼ 10 F115W 30 17
21

-
+ 52 26

33
-
+ 102 48

64
-
+ 1026 473

701
-
+

z ∼ 12 F150W 6 4
5

-
+ 10 6

8
-
+ 13 7

10
-
+ 47 25

41
-
+

z ∼ 14 F150W 0.3 0.2
0.4

-
+ 0.4 0.2

0.4
-
+ 0.4 0.3

0.4
-
+ 0.4 0.2

0.4
-
+

z ∼ 16 F200W 0 0 0 0

Note. Limiting magnitudes for a 8σ detection estimated with the JWST Exposure Time Calculator and WFIRSTHLS. The mock surveys are described in Section 3.3.
These estimates include the boost from gravitational lensing magnification bias in blank fields (Wyithe et al. 2011; Mason et al. 2015).

Figure 11. Predicted number counts of galaxies brighter than apparent
magnitude mUV (rest-frame UV) per square degree for a range of redshifts
based on our model LFs. We plot the cumulative number counts including the
boost from gravitational lensing magnification bias (Wyithe et al. 2011; Mason
et al. 2015) as solid lines, and without the magnification bias effect (dashed
lines). We plot the estimated coverage of future surveys as shaded regions: 3
mock JWST surveys detailed in Section 3.3 and the WFIRST High-latitude
Survey (Spergel et al. 2015). The calculated number counts are given in
Table 2.

Figure 12. Fraction of ionized hydrogen as a function of redshift, obtained by
solving Equation (6) with our model luminosity density. We plot our results
from integrating the model UV LFs to two magnitude limits of M 17AB = -
(green) and M 12AB = - (purple), with 1σ confidence regions as shaded
regions. We also plot constraints derived from observations of: Lyα emission
from galaxies (open circles, Ouchi et al. 2010; Faisst et al. 2014; Pentericci
et al. 2014; Schenker et al. 2014; Tilvi et al. 2014); the Lyα forest (filled
circles, Fan et al. 2006); the clustering of Lyα emitting galaxies (square, Ouchi
et al. 2010); GRB spectra damping wings (diamond, McQuinn et al. 2008);
dark gaps in the Lyα forest (upper triangles, McGreer et al. 2015); quasar near
zones (star, Venemans et al. 2015); and quasar spectra damping wings (lower
triangle, Schroeder et al. 2013). We also plot the Planck Collaboration et al.
(2015) redshift of instantaneous reionization. We note that the conversion from
the Lyα escape fraction to the global ionized hydrogen fraction is uncertain and
relies on several model assumptions (Mesinger et al. 2015).
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approximate method). The most complicated case for which an
analytic solution is available is a linear barrier (Sheth 1998).
The dashed curves in Figure 1 show linear ‘‘fits’’ to the barrier
constructed in the following way. First note that, as m ! 1,

!x ! B0 ! !c(z)"
ffiffiffi
2

p
K(")#min: ð5Þ

Also, at any given #2, the slope is simply

@!x
@#2

¼ K(")ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2(#2

min " #2)
p : ð6Þ

We define B1 to be this slope evaluated at #2 ¼ 0. The dashed
lines in Figure 1 are B(m; z) ¼ B0 þ B1#2(m), i.e., a linear
fit to the true barrier at m ¼ 1. We see that this is a reason-
able approximation to the true barrier shape for #2 that are not
too large. The fit departs from !x as the mass approaches the
size of H ii regions around individual galaxies. However,
equation (3)—upon which the entire approach is predicated—
also breaks down on small-mass scales. Thus we do not con-
sider it necessary to improve the fit. [ In any case, choosing the
slope of the barrier to fit #2("mmin) exactly does not signifi-
cantly change our results except at early times, when the bub-
bles are still quite rare.]

The advantage of a linear fit is that we can now write the
mass function analytically (Sheth 1998):

m
dn

dm
¼

ffiffiffiffi
2

$

r
%̄

m

d ln #

d lnm

""""

""""
B0

#(m)
exp " B2(m; z)

2#2(m)

# $
: ð7Þ

This is the comoving number density of H ii regions with
masses in the range (m;m þ dm). Figure 2 shows the resulting

size distributions at several redshifts for " ¼ 40. The dot-
dashed, short-dashed, long-dashed, dotted, and solid curves
correspond to z ¼ 18, 16, 14, 13, and 12, respectively. The
curves begin at the radius corresponding to an H ii region
around a galaxy of mass mmin. We have normalized each curve
by the fraction of space Q̄ filled by the bubbles,

Q̄ ¼
Z

dm
dn

dm
V (m); ð8Þ

where V(m) is the comoving volume of a bubble of mass m. We
show the evolution of Q̄ for several choices of " by the solid
lines in Figure 3; the curves in Figure 2 range from Q̄ ¼ 0:037
to Q̄ ¼ 0:74. When the ionized fraction is small, the ionized
regions are also small, with characteristic sizes P0.5 Mpc. At
this point they are not much bigger than the Strömgren spheres
surrounding individual galaxies. However, the size increases
rapidly as the neutral fraction decreases; when Q̄ ¼ 0:5, the
bubbles are already several megaparsecs in size. The charac-
teristic scale then begins to increase extremely rapidly because
B0 ! 0 as we approach overlap (see Fig. 1). This behavior
matches the results of the simulations cited above—although
note that the scales we find can exceed the simulation box sizes
well before overlap (see below).
This contrasts sharply with a scenario in which we assign

ionized regions to individual galaxies: the top panel of Figure 4
compares the predictions of our model with one in which
each galaxy hosts its own distinct ionized bubble. Note that
we have not normalized the curves by Q̄. In the galaxy-based
model, we see that the bubble sizes change only very slowly;
the filling factor is dominated by the smallest galaxies. In such
a scenario, overlap is achieved not by the growth of existing H ii
regions but through the formation of more distinct bubbles.
Also note that, provided our model is correct, the sizes of
ionized regions cannot be determined even from the Strömgren
spheres around ‘‘large’’ or L' galaxies. Instead large-scale

Fig. 2.—Bubble size distribution Q̄"1Vdn=d ln R at several different red-
shifts in our model, assuming " ¼ 40 (note that R is the comoving size). Dot-
dashed, short-dashed, long-dashed, dotted, and solid lines are for z ¼ 18, 16, 14,
13, and 12, respectively. These have Q̄ ¼ 0:037, 0.11, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.74. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 3.—Global ionization history for several scenarios. The curves that rise
from zero assume " ¼ 500, 40, and 12, from right to left; solid lines are for our
model, and dashed lines are the ‘‘true’’ values, " fcoll. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

FURLANETTO, ZALDARRIAGA, & HERNQUIST4 Vol. 613

Furlanetto et al. 2004
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Figure 4. Corner plot showing parameter constrains for the various data sets used (see legend): 2D marginalized joint posterior
distributions are shown in the bottom left corner with 1D marginalized PDFs along the diagonal. Green solid lines, blue dashed lines,
pink solid lines, and shaded regions represent 95 per cent confidence levels for constraints using data sets of LF only, LF + ⌧e + the dark
fraction, the mock 21-cm PS, and both LF + the mock 21-cm PS, respectively. Inset: Corresponding constraints on the global evolution
of the IGM neutral fraction, xH i(z). The solid line represents the fiducial model used to make the mock 21-cm observation. Squares (pink)
and circles (grey) with error bars represent the recovered median neutral fraction with 95 per cent confidence levels for constraints using
21-cm only and using both 21-cm with the UV LFs, respectively.

still proportional to f⇤,10/t⇤, the degeneracy is not completely
broken.

Finally, we note that the X-ray properties of the first
galaxies, inaccessible with UV LFs, are very strongly con-
strained with the 21-cm signal. In particular, the soft-band
X-ray luminosity per unit SFR can be constrained at the
level of ⇠0.1 percent while the minimum X-ray energy escap-
ing the galaxies (which is related to the typical ISM column
density) can be constrained at ⇠ 1 – 10 percent, as seen from
the 1D marginalized PDFs.17

17 This statement is true for our fiducial parameter set used to
calculate the mock observation. As quantified by Gillet et al.
(2018), if the ISM attenuation of early galaxies is much larger
than we expect, such that only hard X-rays escape to heat the

6.3 Using both LFs and the 21-cm signal

Finally, we show parameter constraints if both the LF ob-
servations and the mock 21cm observations are used when
computing the likelihood. The resulting marginalized distri-
butions are shown as shaded regions in the triangle plot of
Fig. 4, and the corresponding 2 � constraints on the EoR
history are shown with the gray lines in the inset of the
figure.

As expected, all of the constraints are either similar

IGM (see also Mesinger et al. 2013; Fialkov & Barkana 2014), E0

will not be recovered. This is due to the strong dependence of
the absorption cross section to photon energy, making the EoH
insensitive to hard X-rays.

MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2018)
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TABLE II. Fiducial values and marginalized 68% confidence intervals for cosmological parameters in ⇤CDM, within reionization
scenarios tuned to fit the Planck TT+lowP and TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+ext datasets. The “Errors” columns show error
bars using Planck data only, “+P21(k)” includes 21 cm power spectrum information (reproduced from Ref. [36]), and “+21 cm
⌧” also requires self-consistency between the CMB-measured ⌧ and the 21 cm-predicted ⌧ . The 21 cm observations are assumed
to come from HERA. Boldfaced entries represent substantial reductions in error (arbitrarily defined as a halving or more of
error bars) compared to using Planck data only.

Planck TT + lowP Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+ext

Best fit Errors +P21(k) +21 cm ⌧ Best fit Errors +P21(k) +21 cm ⌧

Measured parameters

⌦bh
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02222 ±0.00023 ±0.00021 ±0.00020 0.02230 ±0.00014 ±0.00013 ±0.00013

⌦ch
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1197 ±0.0022 ±0.0021 ±0.0018 0.1188 ±0.0010 ±0.00096 ±0.00087

100✓MC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.04085 ±0.00046 ±0.00046 ±0.00045 1.04093 ±0.00030 ±0.00029 ±0.00029

ln(1010As) . . . . . . . . . . . 3.089 ±0.036 ±0.023 ±0.0063 3.064 ±0.023 ±0.016 ±0.0053

ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9655 ±0.0062 ±0.0057 ±0.0053 0.9667 ±0.0040 ±0.0037 ±0.0035

⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.078 ±0.019 ±0.013 — 0.066 ±0.012 ±0.0089 —

Derived parameters

⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — — — ±0.0016 — — — ±0.00083

H0

⇥
km s�1Mpc�1

⇤
. . . 67.31 ±0.96 ±0.91 ±0.81 67.74 ±0.46 ±0.43 ±0.41

⌦⇤ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.685 ±0.013 ±0.013 ±0.011 0.6911 ±0.0062 ±0.0057 ±0.0053

⌦m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.315 ±0.013 ±0.013 ±0.011 0.3089 ±0.0062 ±0.0057 ±0.0053

�8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.829 ±0.014 ±0.009 ±0.0067 0.8159 ±0.0086 ±0.0062 ±0.0036

and varying everything gives ±0.00083, which is a 1%
measurement. These results confirm our intuition that
once 21 cm data are introduced, astrophysical parameter
uncertainties become small enough that cosmological pa-
rameter errors must be jointly included in one’s errors
analysis.

As expected from Fig. 5, the inclusion of 21 cm in-
formation most benefits our constraints on As, since an
independent constraint on ⌧ breaks the CMB degeneracy
where any changes keeping Ase

�2⌧ constant are di�cult
to detect. For both Planck datasets, an error reduc-
tion of about a factor of four is achieved in the quantity
ln(1010As). Shown in Fig. 6 are the 68% and 95% con-
fidence regions on the ⌧ -ln(1010As) plane for the Planck
TT,TE,EE + lowP + lensing + ext dataset. (The re-
sults for Planck TT+lowP are qualitatively similar). One
clearly sees that the Ase

�2⌧ degeneracy is strongly bro-
ken. For reference, the grey band indicates a range of
⌧ values that are reflective of the spread (but not the
mean) of values given in Fig. 2 for various models of
reionization. This provides an extremely conservative
sense for how modeling uncertainties could degrade con-
straints, and even then there is some improvement from
using the CMB alone. We stress, however, that this
would be a very pessimistic scenario. It essentially as-
sumes no progress in our ability to distinguish between
di↵erent topologies of reionization, whereas expectations
are that 21 cm observations will be easily able to make
such distinctions [46, 66]. It thus seems quite likely that
incorporating 21 cm data will result in smaller error bars
on As.

To interface with the large scale structure literature,

FIG. 6. Likelihood contours on the ⌧ -ln(1010As) plane, with
bold lines signifying 95% confidence regions and light lines sig-
nifying 68% confidence regions. Blue contours denote the con-
straints using Planck TT,TE,EE + lowP + lensing + ext data
only, while the red contours show the e↵ect of adding 21 cm
power spectrum and—crucially—self-consistency between the
CMB-measured and 21 cm-predicted ⌧ . The 21 cm observa-
tions break the CMB degeneracy between As and ⌧ , enabling
much better constraints on both parameters. The grey band
shows a width of optical depths representative of the spread of
models shown in Fig. 2, and is indicative of a scenario where
the ionization history is known, but the density-ionization
correlation is unknown. Even in the midst of such modeling
uncertainty, one sees an improvement in As errors, although
we stress that such a scenario is rather pessimistic since early
21 cm measurements will place constraints on the correlation.

Liu et al. 2016

Park et al. 2019

Improve constraints on cosmology

(e.g., efficiency of star formation, 

UV and X-ray photon production,

escape fraction)The Astrophysical Journal, 789:147 (23pp), 2014 July 10 Weisz et al.

Figure 10. Cumulative SFHs as a function of stellar mass. Individual galaxy SFHs are color-coded according to morphological type (dSph, red; dIrr, blue; dTrans,
orange; dE, green). The black line is the median SFH in each mass bin and the gray uncertainty envelope is the root square sum of the differential systematic and
the standard error in the median. There is a clear trend in the SFHs such that higher mass galaxies form a larger fraction of their mass at later times. However, this
“upsizing” trend can largely be attributed to environmental effects. See Section 4.2 for further discussion.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 11. Same as Figure 10 only for the MW dSphs, M31 dSphs, and “field” galaxies. There may be subtle differences in the SFHs of MW and M31 satellites.
However, both selection effects and large uncertainties on the M31 satellites SFHs compromise any quantitative comparisons.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

We consider environmental influences in more detail in
Figure 11. Here we show the best fit SFHs for dSphs located
within the virial radius of the MW or M31, along with star-
forming dwarfs located in the “field” of the LG. Comparing the
average SFHs among the three groups, we see that all formed
similar fractions of stellar mass prior to ∼10–12 Gyr ago.
Subsequently, we see that the satellite galaxies have roughly
constant SFHs between ∼10–12 and 6–7 Gyr ago, after which
star formation appears to drastically diminish. In contrast, the
field galaxies, on average, show little mass growth from ∼12
to 7 Gyr ago, but exhibit rising SFHs from 7 Gyr ago to the
present. As previously discussed, some of these differences
could be due to field placement biases in the dIrrs, such that
we are preferentially measuring a SFH biased toward younger
ages. Correcting for this effect would likely bring the average
field and satellite galaxies into agreement for a longer interval
at early times. However, it is unlikely to drastically change the
SFHs within the last few gigayears where there is already clear
divergence among the average SFHs.

Beyond the average SFHs, the distribution of individual SFHs
in the three panels is quite interesting. For example, MW
satellites show large scatter in their SFHs, whereas the scatter
in the M31 satellites and field galaxy SFHs is noticeably less.
From a physical standpoint, this scatter may reflect different in
the mass assembly histories between the different sub-groups
and the field population (as was previously suggested based on
differences in HB morphologies, e.g., Da Costa et al. 2002),

or due to different manifestations of external processes (e.g.,
heterogenous effects of reionization, Busha et al. 2010). True
differences between the histories of the sub-groups would be
particularly interesting, as many of our cosmological models of
galaxy formation are based on the properties and histories of
MW satellites.

Our data indicates that differences in the two groups may be
subtle. As shown in Figure 11, many of the M31 dwarfs in our
sample appear to have enhanced intermediate age star forma-
tion relative to the MW satellites. However, a combination of
shallow M31 satellite CMDs and complicated selection effects
preclude us from drawing any statistically significant conclu-
sions. Similarly for the field galaxies, the lack of predominantly
old galaxies is intriguing and may provide guidance for under-
standing SFHs of isolated low mass galaxies. However, only two
dIrrs have CMDs that include the oldest MSTO, meaning that
our understanding of star formation in these galaxies at early
times is very uncertain.

These issues can only be addressed with deeper imaging of
dwarfs outside the virial radius of the MW. Unfortunately, the
number of LG dwarfs whose SFHs are derived from the oldest
MSTO is small, and as a result, our knowledge of the earliest
epochs of star formation outside of MW satellites is limited.
Currently, the only galaxies with CMDs that include the oldest
MSTO outside the MW virial radius are Cetus, Tucana, Leo A,
LGS 3, IC 1613, Phoenix, and Leo T, roughly 10% of the known
LG dwarfs population. Even less is known about the dSphs in
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Modeling the EoR



The problem: counting photons
We often think of reionization in the following, highly-idealized, one-zone model:

Each quantity here is potentially very complicated to model and/or infer:

Q̇H ii / ⇢̇⇤Nionfesc| {z }
sources

�↵H iine| {z }
sinks
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Reionization is “patchy.” Can think about this problem in small patch or entire Universe.  

Nion
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star formation rate density: encodes stellar feedback physics, though averaged over galaxy population

# of ionizing photons produced per stellar baryon: encodes stellar atmospheres, IMF, metallicity, binarity

escape fraction: encodes topology of interstellar medium, possibly circumgalactic medium



How to infer galaxy SFRs?

parameters are also consistent with the ´10 evolution in
volume density that Oesch et al. (2013a, 2014)find from
~z 10 to ~z 8.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Empirical Fitting Formula for Interpolating and
Extrapolating Our LF Results to >z 8

As in previous work (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2008), it is useful
to take the present constraints on the UV LF and condense
them into a fitting formula for describing the evolution of the
UV LF with cosmic time. This enterprise has utility not only
for extrapolating the present results to >z 8but also for
interpolating between the present LF determinations at ~z 4,
~z 5, ~z 6, ~z 7, and ~z 8 when making use of a semi-

empirical model. We will assume that each of the three
Schechter parameters (M*, α, flog *10 ) depends linearly on
redshift when deriving this formula. The resultant fitting
formula is as follows:

f

a

= - + -

=

= - + - -
-
+ - - - -( )

M z

z

( 20.95 0.10) (0.01 0.06)( 6)

* 0.47 10 10 Mpc

( 1.87 0.05) ( 0.10 0.03)( 6).

z

UV
*

0.10
0.11 ( 0.27 0.05)( 6) 3 3

Constraints from Reddy & Steidel (2009) on the faint-end

slope of the LF at ~z 3 were included in deriving the above
best-fit relations. As is evident from these relations, the
evolution in the faint-end slope α is significant at s3.4 . The
evolution in the normalization f* of the LF is significant at

s5.4 . We find no significant evolution in the value of M*.
Given the considerable degeneracies that exist between the

Schechter parameters, it is also useful to derive the best-fit
model if we fix the characteristic magnitude M* to some
constant value and assume that all of the evolution in the
effective shape of the UV LF is due to evolution in the faint-
end slope α. For these assumptions, the resultant fitting formula
is as follows:

f
a

= -

=
= - + - -

- - - -

M

z

( 20.97 0.06) (fixed)

* (0.44 0.06)10 10 Mpc
( 1.87 0.04) ( 0.100 0.018)( 6).

z

UV
*

( 0.28 0.02)( 6) 3 3

From this fitting formula, we can see that the steepening in the
effective shape of the UV LF (as seen in Figure 8) appears to
be significant at 5.7 σ.
The apparent evolution in the faint-end slope α is quite

significant. Even if we allow for large factor-of-2 errors in the
contamination rate or sizable (∼10%) uncertainties in the
selection volume (as we consider in Section 4.2), the formal
evolution is still significant at s2.9 , while the apparent
steepening of the UV LF presented in Figure 8 remains
significant at s5 (instead of s5.7 ).

5.2. Faint-end Slope Evolution

The best-fit faint-end slopes α we find in the present analysis
are presented in Figure 16 . The faint-end slope α we determine
is equal to −1.87 ± 0.10, −2.06 ± 0.13, and −2.02 ± 0.23 at
~z 6, ~z 7, and ~z 8, respectively. Faint-end slopes α of

~ -2 are very steep, and the integral flux from low-luminosity
sources can be very large since the luminosity density in this

Figure 14. Relative normalization f* of the UV LF at various redshifts based
on sources from the CANDELS-GN (open red circles), CANDELS-GS (open
blue squares), CANDELS-UDS (open green triangles), CANDELS-COSMOS
(magenta crosses), CANDELS-EGS (open black pentagons), and BoRG/
HIPPIES (solid cyan square) fields vs. redshift (Section 4.6 ). In deriving the
relative normalization f* of the LF from the individual CANDELS fields, we
fix the characteristic magnitude M*and faint-end slope α to the value derived
based on our entire search area and fit for f*. The plotted s1 uncertainty
estimates are calculated assuming Poissonian uncertainties based on the
number of sources in each field and allowing for small (∼10%) systematic
errors in the calculated selection volumes field-to-field. Specific search fields
show a significantly higher surface density of candidate galaxies at specific
redshifts than other search fields (e.g., the CANDELS-EGS and CANDELS-
GN fields show a higher surface density of ~z 7 candidates than the
CANDELS-GS or CANDELS-UDS fields).

Figure 15. SWML determinations of the UV LFs at ~z 10 (magenta points
and s1 upper limits) compared to those at lower redshifts (see caption to
Figure 6 ). Also shown are our Schechter fits to the ~z 10 LF (magenta line;
see Section 4.6 ). The dotted magenta line shows the LF we would expect
extrapolating the z ∼ 4–8 LF results to ~z 10 using the fitting formula we
derive in Section 5.1. We note a deficit of fainter ( -2M 19.5UV AB, ) ~z 10
candidates relative to the predictions from the fitting formula we present in
Section 5.1, in agreement with the earlier findings of Oesch et al. (2012a) and
Oesch et al. (2013b).
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Figure 12. The final UV luminosity function at z ∼ 6 compared to recent
determinations in the literature. Black points represent the bright-end results
of Bouwens et al. (2015). The two best-fitting curves are shown in gold while
LF measurements of Livermore et al. (2017) and Bouwens et al. (2017b)
are shown with green squares and red diamonds, respectively. These two
literature curves were shifted down by 0.15 dex to account for the difference
in the mean redshift of the LF described in the text. Note that the data points
of L17 were not corrected for Eddignton bias, while their best-fitting LF
determination was corrected.
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Figure 13. The UV luminosity density at z ∼ 6 as a function of the lower
integration limit of the UV LF is illustrated by the gold curve. The shaded
light (dark) blue regions are the 1σ (1σ ) uncertainties. Other ρUV deter-
minations of B17, L17, and I18 are shown with the red, green, and brown
curves, respectively. Note that the LF of B17 and L17 used to compute
ρUV was shifted down by 0.15 dex to account for a redshift evolution (cf.
Section 7.3).

therefore to a steeper faint-end slope (e.g. Livermore et al. 2017).
Smaller sizes with half light radii below 10 mas lead to a shallower
slope (Bouwens et al. 2017b). Overall, such uncertainties create a
wide range of slopes beyond MUV = −15 mag.

Our procedure has the second advantage of using any mass model
and therefore provides means to assess the systematic lensing un-
certainties. We achieve this goal by comparing the results, using
four different models to compute the effective survey volume and

the UV LF. We show that the combination of systematic and in-
trinsic uncertainties leads to important differences in the final UV
luminosity function beyond an intrinsic magnitude of MUV = −15,
where most galaxies will have a magnification factor greater than
10.

Finally, we computed the UV luminosity function while incorpo-
rating the different uncertainties discussed in this paper. Adopting
a simple Schechter fit, we find a faint-end slope of α = −1.98+0.11

−0.09,
whereas a modified Schechter function that permits curvature in
the LF at MUV > −16 mag yields a turnover in the LF with
a faint-end slope of α = −2.01+0.12

−0.14 and a curvature parameter
of β = 0.48+0.49

−0.25. Most importantly, while galaxies were detected
down to an intrinsic magnitude of MUV ∼ −13, we were unable
to reliably extend the UV LF beyond MUV ∼ −15 because of the
large confidence interval. Consequently, the existence of a large
reservoir of faint galaxies that significantly contribute to the total
UV luminosity density is still uncertain.

The existence of such a turnover at faint magnitudes is also
suggested by near-field studies in order to match the slope of the
local galaxy luminosity function. A possible explanation provided
by such studies and numerical simulations is that star formation
becomes inefficient in dark matter haloes smaller than 109 M⊙ at
those early epochs, which would correspond to a rollover of the
UV LF around MUV ∼ −14 (Boylan-Kolchin, Bullock & Garrison-
Kimmel 2014; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2015). The local group studies
also suggest that the break in the UV LF should be shallower to
allow the existence of ultra-faint dwarfs down to MUV ∼ −3 (Weisz
& Boylan-Kolchin 2017).

Overall, we demonstrated that with the current depth of obser-
vations and current state of the art in mass modeling of lensing
clusters, robust constraints on the UV luminosity function fainter
than MUV = −15 mag remain unrealistic. Future observations of
lensing clusters with the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope
will push observed flux limits by about 2 mag and at the same time
provide hundreds of spectroscopic redshifts of multiple images to
improve the accuracy of lensing models. Such observations will
therefore bring a definitive answer to the potential turnover in the
UV LF and the contribution of extremely faint galaxies to cosmic
reionization.
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Fig. 5.— The evolution of the cosmic SFR density at high redshift integrated down to a UV luminosity of MUV = �17.0 (SFR
> 0.3 M� yr�1). Lower redshift measurements (gray dots) have been updated from ALMA constraints in Bouwens et al. (2016a) assuming
an evolving dust temperature and they include a small contribution from ULIRGS. Also shown are the measurements from Ishigaki et al.
(2015, pink triangle) and McLeod et al. (2016, blue triangles), which have been corrected to our integration limit and UV luminosity to
SFR conversion factor. The new measurement from the combination of all HST fields (filled dark red circle) confirms the rapid, accelerated
evolution of the SFRD between z ⇠ 8 to z ⇠ 10, as has previously been found in the HUDF+GOODS fields (Oesch et al. 2014; Bouwens
et al. 2015). The evolution is significantly faster than at lower redshift (gray shaded region), which is not unexpected given the fast evolution
of the halo mass function over this redshift range (see Sect 4.4). To illustrate this, the orange shaded region shows the relative evolution
of the cumulative DM halo mass function integrated down to log Mh/M� = 9.5� 10.5 and normalized at the z ⇠ 8 SFRD value. Clearly,
the evolution of the DM halos is in very good agreement with the substantial decrease in the SFRD at z > 8.

4.3. The Cosmic SFRD at z ⇠ 10

The evolution of the cosmic SFRD at z > 8 has been
a matter of debate in the recent literature. In particu-
lar, several authors claimed a shallower evolution than
has been inferred from the combination of the XDF and
GOODS datasets by our team. However, most of these
studies were based on the analysis of individual, small
fields, and an even smaller number of candidates than
studied here. Given the large survey volume in the com-
bined HST dataset, we can now establish the best possi-
ble constraint on the SFRD at z ⇠ 10 based on the UV
LFs we derived in the previous section.
Thanks to the lensing magnification in the HFF cluster

fields, we have further constrained the UV LF to fainter
limits than possible with the HUDF/XDF dataset, al-
lowing us to derive the SFRD to lower limits than in
our previous analyses without any extrapolation. We
use an updated conversion factor from UV luminosity to
star-formation rate as discussed in Madau & Dickinson
(2014): KUV = 1.15⇥ 10�28

M� yr�1
/erg s�1 Hz�1. We

then integrate the UV LF down to MUV = �17, which
corresponds to a SFR limit of 0.3M� yr�1, given this
adopted conversion factor KUV .
The resulting SFRD values at z ⇠ 10 based on the

di↵erent assumptions about the UV LF Schechter func-
tion parameters are tabulated in Table 5. In partic-
ular, our best-fit UV LF results in a SFRD value of
log ⇢̇⇤ = �3.29 ± 0.16 M� yr�1 Mpc�3. This is in very
good agreement with our previous measurements, where

we already pointed out the accelerated evolution at z > 8
(Oesch et al. 2014; Bouwens et al. 2016b). As can be
seen from the table, the SFRD also does not change sig-
nificantly between our di↵erent assumptions about the
Schechter function parameters. We consistently find val-
ues around log ⇢̇⇤ = �3.3 M� yr�1 Mpc�3.
It is interesting to compare this measurement to the

SFRD at lower redshift. Fig. 5 also shows these mea-
surements based on new dust correction factors moti-
vated by ALMA observations and adding a small contri-
bution from dusty galaxies. In particular, we plot the
values assuming an evolving dust temperature from Ta-
ble 10 in Bouwens et al. (2016a), which were integrated
to the same UV luminosity limit. All numbers were ad-
justed slightly to account for the di↵erent conversion fac-
tor KUV .
A power law fit to the z ⇠ 4 � 8 values results in a

SFRD evolution / (1 + z)�4.2. When extrapolating this
to z ⇠ 10, our measurement lies a factor 5-6⇥ below this
trend, similar to our earlier findings, but in contrast to
some recent claims by other authors (e.g., McLeod et al.
2016). As noted earlier, the previous measurements of
the z ⇠ 10 SFRD that found values consistent with a sim-
ple extrapolation of the lower redshift evolution were all
based on very small samples or on very limited search vol-
umes. For example, the SFRD measurement by McLeod
et al. (2016) was only based on one single point in the
UV LF (also shown in Fig 2), and did not include any
constraints from the wider area CANDELS data. The
combination of all the HST legacy fields in our analysis

Oesch+ (2018)

l1600 = f⇤ṁ�1
1600
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SFRD depends on extrapolation:

and stellar/dust properties:
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Figure 6. Models in which f∗, fduty, and fdtmr evolve, as in our evolmodels,
are indistinguishable from univ models in the cosmic SFRD, and thus
cannot be distinguished via constraints from the mean reionization history or
supernovae / gamma-ray burst detection rates. Shown above are the 68 per cent
reconstructions for theuniv (grey filled contours), energy-regulated (evol-
e; blue), and momentum-regulated (evol-m; cyan) models.

uncertainties for halo masses in recent years are ∼0.2− 0.5 dex (see
e.g. Harikane et al. 2016; Hatfield et al. 2018; Khostovan et al. 2019),
and much tighter in some cases (Harikane et al. 2018). However,
most of the aforementioned constraints are for bright galaxies living
in massive ∼1012 M⊙ haloes, which likely do not abide by the rules
relevant to low mass galaxies, below the peak of the SFE Mpeak ∼
few × 1011 M⊙. As a result, we caution against interpreting our
bias predictions for the most massive haloes, which carry the SFE
redshift evolution expected in stellar feedback arguments despite
a different mass-dependence. Future measurements with JWST are
particularly appealing in this respect, as they are expected to provide
high significance detections of galaxy clustering out to z ∼ 10,
for objects as faint as MUV ∼ − 18 (Endsley et al. 2020), which
corresponds to Mh ∼ 1010 M⊙ in most empirical models. Future
pure parallel programmes could also be very complementary to
angular correlation function techniques in this context (Robertson
2010).

4.5 Caveats

The simplicity of our models could be a source of additional
uncertainty or bias in our inferred f∗, fdtmr, and fduty relationships.
For example, we build idealized halo growth trajectories, essentially
by neglecting mergers. A model built on merger trees would have
more diversity in star formation histories (and thus dust production)
than ours, which imposes lognormal scatter in SFRs (at fixed Mh)
by-hand. Some of the behaviour in fduty and fdtmr could thus emerge
naturally given the diversity in halo assembly alone. Along these
lines, we have imposed redshift evolution in f∗ appropriate for stellar
feedback models at all masses, even those above the peak of the SFE
curve. This may not be appropriate given the clear change in relevant
physical processes implied by the departure from a pure power law
and will certainly affect the inferred behaviour of f∗, fduty, and fdtmr

at Mh ! 5 × 1011 M⊙.
It is also possible that the inclusion of late-time or alternative

constraints in our model calibration could affect our conclusions.

For example, we have opted to leave SMF measurements out of
the model calibration, given the limited long-wavelength coverage
of current SMF estimates. There is a clear tension here, as our
models all predict steep SMFs, in line with the Duncan et al.
(2014) measurements but in tension with those of Song et al. (2016)
and Stefanon et al. (2017), while agreeing well with most UVLF
constraints. Future SMF measurements with JWST will thus provide
an important alternative to rest-ultraviolet inference procedures like
ours, that may qualitatively shift the inferred behaviour of key model
inputs – especially fdtmr.

Lastly, our exploration of model parameter space in this paper is
by no means exhaustive. There are likely other ways to accommodate
the redshift evolution introduced by feedback-regulated models, e.g.
appeals to mass and time-dependent changes in dust composition
and/or geometry, both of which are expected to some extent (see
e.g. Popping, Somerville & Galametz 2017; Narayanan et al. 2018).
However, the two common cases we have explored serve to illus-
trate the fundamental challenge of distinguishing different galaxy
formation scenarios at high redshift. One could arrive at similar
conclusions by flexibly parametrizing f∗, fduty, and fdtmr, and noting
the broadening of posterior distributions in a figure analogous to our
Fig. 4. Instead, we have adopted three specific cases representative
of models in the recent literature, to better illustrate the physical
meaning of differrent points in this high-dimensional parameter
space.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

While models that adopt a universal SFE can fit current constraints
on the high-z galaxy population well, simple feedback arguments
predict that the SFE should grow with increasing redshift. Even
though the goal of universal SFE models is not to be explanatory
– in fact, part of the allure is to be able to make new predictions
without a physical model for galaxies – one would ideally be able
to distinguish empirically and physically motivated models. In this
work, we first generalized a common feedback-regulated model for
star formation to allow evolution also in the duty cycle and dust
production efficiency (our evol models) and then compared its
predictions to those derived from a semi-empirical framework with
a time-independent SFE (our univ model). Our conclusions can be
summarized as follows:

(i) Imposing redshift evolution in the efficiency of star formation at
a level predicted by common feedback models, f∗ ∝ M

1/3− 2/3
h (1 +

z)1/2− 1, results in overly luminous high-z galaxies, whose colours
become redder with z (at fixed MUV) due to the corresponding boost
in dust production, in tension with current constraints. Furthermore, if
dust scale lengths are related to halo virial radii, reddening becomes
even more extreme, resulting in steep MUV– β relationships and a
dearth of UV-bright galaxies (see Figs 1 and 2).

(ii) To counter these effects, we allow the star formation duty
cycle, fduty, and dust-to-metal ratio, fdtmr, to vary freely in our semi-
empirical modelling, while holding the behaviour of the SFE fixed
with values appropriate for energy- and momentum-regulated feed-
back. We find that fduty and fdtmr must both decline rapidly with z in or-
der to reconcile the feedback-regulated models with UVLFs and UV
colours at 4 " z " 8, roughly as ∝ (1 + z)− 3/2, i.e. on a Hubble time-
scale (see Figs 3, 4, and Table 1). An additional dependence on Mh is
needed in fduty for momentum-regulated models, but only preferred
at the ∼1σ level for fdtmr and in each quantity for energy-regulated
models. Evolution in fdtmr mitigates the overreddening problem
caused by rapid size evolution, Rd ∝ Rvir, while fduty evolution
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Figure 4. Global 21-cm signal predictions subject to cos-

mological and HMF uncertainties. The width of each band
is set by uncertainties in the cosmological parameters, while each
colour indicates a different HMF fitting function. Open contours
use bpass models, while filled contours use starburst99.

ferent means and, e.g., make slightly different assumptions
about the wavelength corresponding to MUV.

In Figure 4, we show predictions for the global 21-cm
signal subject to variations in the cosmological parameters
and HMF fitting functions. Qualitatively, the curves are very
similar—all exhibiting a deep absorption trough at frequen-
cies of ⌫ ' 110 MHz, in line with the predictions of Mirocha
et al. (2017). However, the level of variation is not insignif-
icant, as we show more quantiatively in Figure 5. Here, we
show only the position of the absorption minimum (⌫min,
�Tb,min), and the Thomson scattering optical depth, ⌧e. The
position in frequency varies by ⇠ 10� 15 MHz between the
different fitting functions, while cosmological uncertainties
constitute ⇠ 2 � 3 MHz of these differences for each HMF.
Similarly, the amplitude of the absorption trough is uncer-
tain at the level of ⇠ 10�15 mK, about ⇠ 5 mK of which is
due solely to uncertainties in cosmological parameters. Fi-
nally, ⌧e uncertainties are ⇠ 0.01.

In Figure 6, we show the full reionization history for
each model. Once again, differences are apparent by eye.
For example, at the midpoint of reionization, uncertainties
in the cosmological parameters contribute an uncertainty of
⇠ 5% in the mean neutral fraction, while the position of the
reionization midpoint itself varies by �zrei ' 0.5 from Sheth
et al. (2001) to Tinker et al. (2010) mass functions. At first
glance, the latter seems to produce a reionization history in-
compatible with current constraints. However, we emphasize
that the escape fraction is held fixed in all of these models.
Increasing fesc from 0.2 to ⇠ 0.25�0.3 is enough to bring the
Tinker et al. (2010) models into agreement with the Press &
Schechter (1974) and Sheth et al. (2001) models. Note that
our neglect of dust for this exercise is in part responsible
for needing such high escape fractions, since dustier galax-
ies require more star formation to preserve agreement with
UVLFs. We include dust following standard recipes (see §2)
in all that follows.

Figure 5. Posterior PDFs of the position of the global

21-cm absorption trough (⌫min, �Tb,min) and Thomson

optical depth. Different HMF fitting functions are indicated
by colour, while open (filled) contours indicate the use of bpass
(starburst99). The width of the 68% and 95% confidence inter-
vals for each individual HMF/SPS pairing are set by uncertainties
in the cosmological parameters.

Figure 6. Mean reionization history predictions subject

to cosmological and HMF uncertainties. Conventions are
the same as Fig. 4. The inset shows the Thomson scattering opti-
cal depth shown for each model, with gray regions indicating the
range of values excluded at 2� according to the Planck constraint
⌧e = 0.055± 0.009.

© 2020 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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If SFE, fduty, fdtmr power laws to all the way down,

steep SFRD emerges from UV data consistently.

Some systematics to worry about, e.g., high-z HMF, 

stellar models, but largely normalization issues.



What about fesc? Sinks?



Short mean free path?

• Sharp decline in MFP of ionizing 
photons between z~5 and z~6.


• Consistent with ~20% neutral IGM at 
z~6 (or even more neutral).


• How to ionize IGM with such short 
MFP? Increased demand on fesc and/or 
intrinsic photon production.

Mean free path at I = 5–6 11
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Figure 7. Cumulative probability distribution function from bootstrap fits
to _mfp at I = 5.1 (right curve) and 6.0 (left curve).

Table 3. Mean free path results

I b _mfp 68% range 95% range
5.1 [0.33,1.0] 9.09 7.49–10.37 6.27–12.22

0.33 10.06 8.60–11.28 7.59–13.05
0.67 9.09 7.54–10.17 6.45–11.84
1.0 8.34 6.72–9.36 5.63–10.98

6.0 [0.33,1.0] 0.75 0.30–1.40 0.07–2.67
0.33 1.47 0.91–2.02 0.32–3.41
0.67 0.75 0.37–1.36 0.10–2.60
1.0 0.38 0.17–0.93 0.04–2.21

For each redshift, the first row gives the results for _mfp assuming a
nominal value of b = 0.67 and a flat prior over b = [0.33, 1.0].
Subsequent rows give results with b fixed.

continuum, a scenario closer to Figure 3, where accurate modeling
of the Lyman series is assumed.

At I = 6.0, in contrast, the mean value of 'eq is a factor of 15
larger than our value of _mfp, making it critical to take the proximity
e�ect into account. In this case, fully neglecting the proximity e�ect
increases our _mfp measurement by a factor of 2.9. If we attempt
to emulate the mock trials by including the proximity e�ect in the
Lyman series absorption but not in the Lyman continuum then our
result for _mfp increases by a factor of 3.6. This emphasizes the
importance of properly accounting for the proximity e�ect at I ⇠ 6.

In Fig. 8 we plot our _mfp values as a function of redshift,
along with measurements from the literature (Prochaska et al. 2009;
Fumagalli et al. 2013; O’Meara et al. 2013; Worseck et al. 2014).
We note that Romano et al. (2019) also measured the mean free
path towards QSOs at I ⇠ 4. They find values that are ⇠10–20%
higher than those of Prochaska et al. (2009) and Worseck et al.
(2014) over the same redshifts. In trials using the two lower-redshift
GGG composites from Worseck et al. (2014) we found that this
discrepancy is well explained by the lack of foreground Lyman
series absorption in the Romano et al. (2019) analysis. Worseck
et al. (2014) fit a power law of the form _mfp (I) / (1 + I)�5.4 over
2.44 < I < 5.16 (dotted line in Fig. 8). Extrapolating this fit out to
I = 6 overshoots our nominal ESI + X-Shooter measurement by a
factor of six, and is excluded by the data with >99.99% confidence.
We therefore find strong evidence that the evolution of _mfp (I) with
redshift steepens at I & 5. This steepening is broadly consistent with
the results of Songaila & Cowie (2010) based on their measurements
of discrete Lyman limit absorbers towards QSOs over 5 < I < 6.
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Figure 8. Direct measurements of _mfp from this work and the literature.
The dotted lines shows the power-law fit to _mfp (I) over 2.44 < I < 5.16
from Worseck et al. (2014), extrapolated out to I = 6.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Implications for reionization

Our measurements are consistent with a low value of _mfp at I = 6
and a rapid increase from I = 6 to 5. Taken at face value, perhaps the
most interesting possibility is that this evolution is tied to the end of
reionization. In Fig. 9 we compare our measurements to predictions
for _mfp (I) from di�erent reionization models. We begin with the
simplistic models in D’Aloisio et al. (2020), which employ results
from a suite of radiative hydrodynamics simulations of the ionizing
photon sinks at I > 5. The dotted curve shows a model in which
reionization ended long before I = 6 such that the IGM has had
su�cient time to relax hydrodynamically. This model predicts a
redshift evolution of _mfp/ (1 + I)�5.4 and a _mfp(I = 6) that
is a factor of ⇠7 longer than our measurement. It is worth noting
that this model assumes only the ⇤CDM cosmology and a constant
UVB intensity; yet it yields a redshift evolution for _mfp that is
identical to the empirical fit of Worseck et al. (2014). The fully
relaxed model is inconsistent with our I = 6.0 measurement at the
99.9% level (%(< _mfp) = 0.999). For comparison, the solid curves
show the “rapid” and “gradual” reionization models of D’Aloisio
et al. (2020) wherein reionization is 50% complete at I = 7.3 and
9.1, respectively, and ends at I = 6. Although _mfp at I = 6 is lower
than in the fully relaxed models, the data are still inconsistent at the
98–99% confidence levels.

It is also possible that reionization ended later than I = 6, a
scenario that has been proposed recently to explain the large scatter
in the I > 5 LyU forest opacity (Kulkarni et al. 2019; Keating et al.
2020a,b; Nasir & D’Aloisio 2020; Choudhury et al. 2020; Qin et al.
2021). The dashed curves in Fig. 9 show the “Low gCMB” and “Hot
Low gCMB” models of Keating et al. (2020b), wherein reionization
is 50% complete at I ' 6.7 and ends at I ' 5.3. In these models
the IGM at I = 6.0 is still ⇠20% neutral. We also plot their "High
gCMB” model wherein reionization ends at the same redshift but
is 50% complete at I ' 8.4. In this model the IGM at I = 6.0 is
⇠8% neutral. The High gCMB model is excluded at the 99% level.
The Low gCMB models are more consistent with our measurement
at I = 6.0, although the data still prefer a lower _mfp at the 97%
confidence level.

We note that _mfp evolves rapidly near I = 6 in all of these

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2020)
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Short mean free path?
Absorption-dominated Reionization 5
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Figure 4. Ionizing photon production and escape (at z = 5.9) as a function of mean free path. Left: curves show ⇠ion in the
fiducial model for varying fesc compared to measurements at z ⇠ 4–5 (Bouwens et al. 2016; Harikane et al. 2018) shown by
horizontal bands. Middle: similar to the left panel, but integrating down to di↵erent MUV. Right: the black curve shows fesc⇠ion
in the fiducial model compared to Ly↵ forest cross-correlation measurements at z ⇠ 5–6 (Meyer et al. 2019, 2020) shown by the
horizontal bands and hashes.

procedure described in Furlanetto et al. (2017), wherein
dark matter halos grow roughly exponentially in agree-
ment with cosmological simulations (Dekel et al. 2013).

In Figure 3 we show the resulting ṅion at z = 5.9
as a function of mean free path. Our fiducial model
(Mmin = 109 M�, hxHIiV (z = 5.9) = 0.11) has ṅion =
3.4+6.1

�1.3 ⇥ 1051 photons/s/Mpc3, where the uncertainties
reflect the 1� range of �. The ionizing emissivity can
also be estimated independently by requiring that the
photoionization rate in the IGM, �HI / ṅion�, repro-
duces the observed mean transmission in the Ly↵ forest.
We show ṅion determined this way by B21 as the brown
dot-dashed curve in Figure 3. The two ṅion estimates
agree remarkably well across the 1� range of the B21
mean free path measurement, although this agreement
may be somewhat accidental, as our halo-galaxy map-
ping is approximate and the UV background measure-
ment may be somewhat biased by fluctuations present
at z ⇠ 6 (Davies & Furlanetto 2016; Davies et al. 2018a;
Becker et al. 2018).

The ionizing emissivity is typically parameterized by

ṅion = fesc⇠ion⇢UV, (8)

where ⇠ion is the “ionizing e�ciency” of the stellar pop-
ulations, dependent on their metallicity and star forma-
tion history, and ⇢UV is the integrated UV luminosity
density. From ṅion we can thus estimate the product
fesc⇠ion via observational constraints on ⇢UV at z ⇠ 6.
Adopting the best-fit star formation e�ciency as a func-
tion of halo mass from Mirocha et al. (2017), we es-
timate that our fiducial Mmin = 109 M� corresponds
to MUV ⇠ �11. We then obtain ⇢UV = 3.2 ⇥ 1026

erg/s/Hz/Mpc3 by integrating the z ⇠ 6 UV LF from
Bouwens et al. (2021) down to MUV = �11. The solid

curve in the right panel of Figure 4 shows the result-
ing fesc⇠ion from our fiducial model. Taking into ac-
count the mean free path uncertainty alone, we estimate
log

10
fesc⇠ion/(erg/Hz)�1 = 25.02+0.45

�0.21.
Assuming fesc = 0.1, this corresponds to an ion-

izing e�ciency of log
10

⇠ion/(erg/Hz)�1 = 26.02+0.45
�0.21,

considerably larger than previous measurements of
log

10
⇠ion/(erg/Hz)�1 = 25.24 � 25.36 for 3.8 < z < 5

galaxies (Bouwens et al. 2016), log
10

⇠ion/(erg/Hz)�1 =
25.48 ± 0.06 for z ⇠ 4.9 Ly↵-emitting galaxies (LAEs;
Harikane et al. 2018), and even rare, extremely blue
galaxies with log

10
⇠ion/(erg/Hz)�1 ⇠ 25.8 (Bouwens

et al. 2016; see also Stark et al. 2017). The left panel
of Figure 4 shows that maintaining consistency with
either the canonical log

10
⇠ion/(erg/Hz)�1 ⇠ 25.2 or the

measured value of 25.5 at z ⇠ 5 requires fesc & 30% or
& 20%, respectively. Note that, as mentioned above,
these constraints reflect contributions from halos down
to Mmin = 109 M�, corresponding to MUV < �11.
The middle panel of Figure 4 shows that increas-
ing the minimum luminosity of contributing galaxies,
where MUV = �13 (�15) corresponds to Mmin = 109.5

(1010) M�, further increases the required fesc⇠ion.
Our values of fesc⇠ion are consistent with Meyer et al.

(2019, 2020) (see also Kakiichi et al. 2018) who mea-
sured the ionizing production of z & 5 galaxies via their
correlation with Ly↵ transmission in background quasar
spectra. In the right panel of Figure 4, we compare
fesc⇠ion in our model to values of fesc⇠ion values mea-
sured from three independent populations of galaxies:
Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs), LAEs, and the hosts of
C IV absorption systems. We note, however, that the
measurements from LAEs and LBGs rely non-trivially
on much larger assumed mean free paths at z ⇠ 6.

Need > 20% fesc, ~3x higher than z~3 galaxies (e.g., Pahl et al. 2021), and/or small MUV,lim.

see also Cain+ (2021)Davies et al. 2021



Boost from ‘burstiness’?

• General interpretation of steep decline in 
SFRD is that feedback is strong in low-
mass galaxies (shallow potentials).


• Only works if feedback injected quickly 
relative to halo growth timescale.


• At high-z, tSN ~ tdyn, could result in failure 
of feedback, overshoot in SFR and 
photon production, perhaps by ~2-3x.

10 Furlanetto & Mirocha

Figure 9. Top: Time-integrated star-formation e�ciency across all star-
forming halos in our models. Bottom: Stellar mass density in our models. In
both panels, black and red curves take n� = 0.0015 and 0.1, respectively,
while blue curves take n� = 0.0015 for a turbulent disc model. Dotted
curves show the corresponding models without burstiness included (which
are nearly independent of n� , once transient e�ects from the initial conditions
settle down).

MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2015)

Furlanetto & J.M., in prep.

solid: w/ burstiness 
dotted: equilibrium

see also, e.g., Faucher-Giguère (2018), Orr+ (2019).



Ly-U optical depth with XQR-30 17

Figure 15. Comparison of the optical depth distributions measured in this work (red) to a model of late reionisation (Keating et al. 2020, blue). The contours of
the blue distribution correspond to the central 1f (70%) bounds of the simulated distributions. Late reionisation provides an excellent qualitative description
of the Ly-U optical depth scatter above = 5.4. The late reionisation model was not calibrated to reproduce our updated measurements to mean Ly-U transmitted
flux, precluding a direct quantitative comparison.

Ly-U optical depth distributions from Keating et al. (2020) were
also calibrated to the mean Ly-U transmitted flux measurements of
Bosman et al. (2018). The late reionisation model cannot be triv-
ially re-scaled to our updated mean flux values, because the radiative
transfer simulations rescale the emissivity of reionising sources to
match the mean flux and predict Ly-U optical depth fluctuations
self-consistently. As such, the model requires time-consuming runs
of the simulation to calibrate. We therefore leave a quantitative com-
parison of the late reionisation model with our observations to future
work. Figure 15 shows the excellent qualitative agreement between
our new observations and the Keating et al. (2020) model with-
out rescaling to match the new measurements of mean transmitted
flux, nor sightline matching. At I = 6.0, the late reionisation model
predicted a significantly larger fraction of sightlines ge� < 4 than
observed in previous work (compare with Figure 7). At I = 5.8, the
model also predicted a larger number of highly opaque sightlines,
closer to our present measurements than to previous measurements.
The agreement with our updated results is therefore excellent despite
the lack of specific re-calibration. This is encouraging evidence for
a patchy, late end to hydrogen reionisation.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the mean Ly-U optical depth at 4.8 < I < 6.2
by assembling a sample of 67 high-SNR quasar sightlines, lever-
aging the new XQR-30 sample of X-Shooter spectra of I & 5.8
quasars. Our sample represents a ⇠ 3-fold increase in the number of
high-quality spectra of Ly-U transmission at the end stages of reion-
isation. We only employ observations taken with 2 spectrographs,
enabling us to rigorously quantify systematics in instrumentation
and continuum reconstruction for all our observations. The depth

of observations, SNR > 10 per spectral pixel, also enables a more
careful removal of possible DLA contaminants than previous stud-
ies.

Our measurement of the evolution of the mean Ly-U evolution
with redshift is in rough agreement with previous work (Figure 5).
Di�erences are more likely to originate in previously-uncorrected
systematics than in cosmic variance, given our large sample size and
overlap with previous studies. We detect no sudden acceleration in
the mean flux evolution over 4.8 < I < 5.5.

We present an extremely transparent sightline with g < 3
at I = 5.9, and 2 rare sightlines with g < 4 at I = 6.1. These rare
sightlines correspond to patches of the IGM with factors 5�15 times
more transmitted flux than the median. The existence of transparent
patches may help constrain future models of reionisation, which
must be able to generate both sightlines with g ⇠ 2.5 and g > 6 at
the same redshift (I = 5.9).

Next, we determine the lowest redshift at which excess op-
tical depth scatter in Ly-U emerges, signalling a departure from
a uniformly ionised IGM. Using an improved grasp on systemat-
ics, we forward-model two simulation models employing homoge-
neous UVBs, the Sherwood and Nyx simulations. We conduct a
maximum-likelihood analysis to obtain the probability of the full
observed dataset at each step of �I = 0.1. All observational system-
atics (wavelength masking, observational uncertainties, continuum
uncertainties, etc) are included in post-processing of the simula-
tions. These uncertainties result in increased Ly-U optical depth
scatter which improves the agreement between models and obser-
vations.

We find excellent agreement between the forward-modelled
simulations and observations at 5.0  I  5.2, where the observed
data has a high probability of being observed by chance (< 1f).
A homogeneous UVB is in mild tension with observations at I =

MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2021)

Late(r) reionization
Bosman et al. (2108.03699) • Reionization not 

complete until z~5.3?


• Need neutral islands 
to explain distribution 
in Ly-a forest opacity 
PDF.


• Based on Ly-a forest, 
which means 
sensitive to small xHI 
only, but ~10% 
neutral at z~5.6 
possible.

see also, e.g., Becker+ (2015), Kulkarni+ (2019), Keating+ (2020)



Near-future prospects



PopIII: visible in NIRB?
Imprints of the first stars on the NIRB 3

spectral imprints due to Pop III star formation, and sensitivity esti-
mates for detecting Pop II and Pop III signals in future NIRB surveys.
In Section 4, we show implications for other observables of high-I
galaxies that can be potentially drawn from NIRB observations. We
discuss a few important caveats and limitations of our results in Sec-
tion 5, before briefly concluding in Section 6. Throughout this paper,
we assume a flat, ⇤CDM cosmology consistent with the results from
the Planck Collaboration et al. (2016).

2 MODELS

2.1 Star formation history of high-redshift galaxies

2.1.1 The formation of Pop II stars

Following Mirocha et al. (2017), we model the star formation rate
density (SFRD) of normal, high-I galaxies as an integral of the star
formation rate (SFR) per halo §"⇤ ("⌘

) over the halo mass function
=("

⌘
) (see also Sun & Furlanetto 2016; Furlanetto et al. 2017)
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where "
II
⌘,min is generally evaluated at a virial temperature of

)vir = 104 K, a free parameter in our model above which Pop II
are expected to form due to e�cient cooling via neutral atomic lines
(Oh & Haiman 2002), namely "

II
⌘,min = "

III
⌘,max. §"⇤ ("⌘

) is fur-
ther specified by a star formation e�ciency (SFE), 5⇤, defined to be
the fraction of accreted baryons that eventually turn into stars, and
the mass growth rate, §"

⌘
, of the dark matter halo. We exploit the

abundance matching technique to determine the mean halo growth
histories by matching halo mass functions at di�erent redshifts. As
illustrated in Furlanetto et al. (2017) and Mirocha et al. (2020), the
abundance-matched accretion rates given by this approach are gener-
ally in good consistency with results based on numerical simulations
(Trac et al. 2015) for atomic cooling haloes at 5 . I . 10 (but
see Schneider et al. 2021 for a comparison with estimates based on
the extended Press-Schechter formalism). Even though e�ects like
mergers and the stochasticity in §"

⌘
introduce systematic biases be-

tween the inferences made based on merger trees and abundance
matching, such biases can be largely eliminated by properly normal-
izing the nuisance parameters in the model (Mirocha et al. 2020).
By calibrating to the latest observational constraints on the galaxy
UV luminosity function (UVLF), Mirocha et al. (2017) estimate 5⇤
to follow a double power-law in halo mass (the dpl model)

5
dpl
⇤ ("

⌘
) =

5⇤,0⇣
"⌘
"p

⌘
Wlo +

⇣
"⌘
"p

⌘
Whi

, (2)

with no evident redshift evolution, in agreement with other recent
work (e.g., Mason et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2018; Behroozi et al.
2019; Stefanon et al. 2021). The evolution of 5⇤ for low-mass haloes
is however poorly constrained by the faint-end slope of the UVLF,
and can be highly dependent on the regulation of feedback processes
(Furlanetto et al. 2017; Furlanetto 2021) and the burstiness of star
formation (Furlanetto & Mirocha, in prep). Therefore, in addition to
the baseline dplmodel, we consider two alternative parameterization
— one suggested by Okamoto et al. (2008) that allows a steep drop

Figure 1. Pop II and Pop III star formation histories in di�erent models
considered in this work, as specified in Table 1. Top: SFRDs of Pop II
(dash-dotted) and Pop III (dashed) stars. The black curves represent our
reference model (Model IA), with the thin dark grey curve and the thick light
grey curve representing variations where the Pop II SFE follows the steep
(Model II) and floor (Model III) models, respectively. The bottom set of
three dotted curves show the Pop III histories derived with the semi-analytical
approach in Mebane et al. (2018), to which Models IB, IC, and ID are
calibrated. The shaded region and open triangles represent the cosmic SFRD
inferred from the maximum-likelihood model by Robertson et al. (2015)
and the observed SFRD (integrated to a limiting SFR of 0.3 "� yr�1) up to
I = 10 determined by Oesch et al. (2018), respectively. Bottom: the stellar
population transition represented by the ratio of Pop III and total SFRDs.
For comparison, approximations made with the functional form 5Pop III (I) =
1/2 + erf [ (I � IC )/fC ]/2 are shown by the thin curves.

of 5⇤ for low-mass haloes (the steep model)

5
steep
⇤ ("

⌘
) =


1 +

⇣
2`/3 � 1

⌘ ✓
"

⌘

"crit

◆�`��3/`
, (3)

and the other that imposes a constant floor on the SFE of 0.005 (the
floor model). In this work, we take the same best-fit parameters
as those given by Mirocha et al. (2017) to define the two reference
Pop II models, namely 5⇤,0 = 0.05, "p = 2.8 ⇥ 1011, Wlo = 0.49,
Whi = �0.61, with ` = 1 and "crit = 1010

"� for the steep model.
With the three variants of our Pop II SFE model, we aim to bracket
a reasonable range of possible low mass/faint-end behaviour, and
emphasize that future observations by the JWST (e.g., Furlanetto
et al. 2017; Yung et al. 2019) and line-intensity mapping surveys
(e.g., Park et al. 2020; Sun et al. 2021) can place tight constraints on
these models.
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Figure 9. Contributions from I > 5 Pop II and Pop III star-forming galaxies to the two-halo, one-halo and shot-noise components of ⇠✓ measured at 1.5 `m.
Clockwise from the top left panel: the figures show ⇠✓ predicted by Model IA, Model IB, Model IC, and Model ID, defined in Table 1. In each panel, the
one-halo term is shown for two instances of CGM profile to illustrate the connection between the escape of ionizing photons and the shape of the one-halo term.
The light and dark shaded regions indicate the expected band uncertainties of SPHEREx deep and CDIM medium surveys, respectively, after binning spectral
channels and multipoles according to the imaging broadbands and angular bins defined (see text). Note the di�erent H-axis scale used in the bottom right panel
to show the Pop III signal.

of Pop III star formation. As shown by the contrast between the left
and right two panels of Fig. 9, models with an extended Pop III SFH
(but not necessarily a later Pop III to Pop II transition, see Fig. 1)
that persists till I < 10 provide the nebular emission with su�cient
time to overtake the stellar emission in the contribution to the NIRB,
thereby resulting in a stronger one-halo term.

Last but not least, we leverage the physical picture illustrated in
Fig. 3 to enable additional flexibility in the modeling of the one-halo
term by physically connecting its profile with the escape fraction of
ionizing photons 5

III
esc. Taking the two CGM models considered and

described in Section 2.4, we get two distinct profiles corresponding

to (lower limits on) escape fractions of 5% and 20%, respectively.
When the one-halo term is strong enough on scales of ✓ > 104, e.g.,
in Model IA or ID, such a di�erence in the radiation profile leads
to a clear distinction in the shape of the total power spectrum on
these scales. This can be seen by comparing the dashed and dotted
curves in black in Fig. 9, with a more scale-dependent one-halo
term corresponding to a more extended profile of ionizing flux and
thus higher escape fraction. It is useful to note that, in most cases
considered in this work, an escape fraction of 20% for Pop III stars
ends up with a reionization history too early to be consistent with the
CMB optical depth constraint from the Planck polarization data, as
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Figure 10. Left: impact of Pop III stars on the reionization history and NIRB fluctuations. Di�erent line styles represent di�erent assumptions of 5
III

esc , with an
additional dotted curve showing the case of 5

III
esc = 0.01 for Model IA. Curves are color-coded by the Pop III signature RX� at 2 `m, where the models can be

best distinguished from each other. Middle: the electron scattering optical depth g4 implied by each model. The horizontal line and grey shaded region indicate
the 3f confidence interval on g4 inferred from CMB polarization data measured by Planck (Pagano et al. 2020). Right: the 21-cm global signal X)1 implied
by each model. The grey shaded region indicates the width of the global signal peaking at 78 MHz as measured by EDGES (Bowman et al. 2018).

peaks corresponding to WF coupling, X-ray heating, and reioniza-
tion (Mebane et al. in prep). On the other hand, the cross-correlation
between 21-cm and NIRB observations has been discussed in a few
previous works as a way to trace the reionization history (e.g., Fer-
nandez et al. 2014; Mao 2014). We will investigate how to develop a
much deeper understanding of Pop III star formation from synergies
of 21-cm and NIRB data in future work.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Limitations and the sensitivity to model assumptions

So far, we have described a semi-empirical model of the high-I
NIRB signal, based on physical arguments of Pop II and Pop III star
formation calibrated against latest observations of high-I galaxies.
Our modeling framework, however, is ultimately still simple in many
ways. While more detailed treatments are beyond the scope of this
paper and thus left for future work, in what follows, we discuss some
major limitations of our model, together with how our findings might
be a�ected by the simplified assumptions.

A key limitation of our model is its relatively simple treatment
of the emission spectra of source populations. Despite that (i) the
Pop II SED is modeled with the SPS, assuming the simplest possible
composite stellar population with a constant SFH, and (ii) the Pop III
SED can be reasonably approximated as a blackbody, certain aspects
of the complicated problem are unaccounted. These include choices
of the IMF, stellar metallicity (for Pop II stars only) and age, etc. and
their potential redshift evolution, as well as e�ects of the stochasticity
among galaxies, the extinction by dust, and so forth. We expect our
main results about Pop III stars, phrased in terms of a “perturbation”
to the Pop II-only baseline scenario, to be robust against these sources
of complexity, even though quantifying their exact e�ects on the
shape and amplitude of high-INIRB signals would be highly valuable
in the near future.

Another important limitation is associated with free parameters
that are loosely connected to the physics of source populations, such
as the nuisance parameters defining the shape of 5⇤, escape frac-
tions of LyC and LW photons, and parameters T2 and E2 used to
set the e�ciency and persistence of Pop III star formation. While
making it easy to explore a wide range of possible scenarios of star

formation and reionization, these parameters may not represent an
ideal way to parameterize the high-I NIRB signal, meaning that they
can be oversimplified or physically related to each other and other
implicit model assumptions such as the IMF in practice. Either way,
unwanted systematics and degeneracy could arise, making data in-
terpretation with the model challenging and less reliable. Looking
ahead, we find it useful to develop a more unified (but still flexible)
framework for parameterizing the NIRB, identifying and reflecting
the connections among physical quantities/processes of interest. This
will be particularly useful for parameter inference in the future.

5.2 Component separation of the observed NIRB

An important challenge in the NIRB data analysis is the separation
of its components, which have a broad range of astrophysical origins
(Kashlinsky et al. 2018). Failing to perform component separation
properly and e�ectively will make it impossible to constrain a com-
ponent as weak as the signal from high-I galaxies. Fortunately, as
demonstrated in Feng et al. (2019), by measuring the full-covariance
angular power spectrum of the observed NIRB, one can reliably sep-
arate the major components thanks to their di�erent spatial and spec-
tral structures. In the presence of much stronger low-I components,
this approach allows the contribution from EoR galaxies to be recov-
ered and constrained with su�cient significance (S/N & 5), without
the need for external data sets. To actually reveal the formation his-
tories of the first stars, one must also tell apart the contributions of
Pop II and Pop III stars. In addition to the similar full-covariance
method discussed in Section 3.3, which makes use of the spectral
and spatial di�erences of Pop II and Pop III signals, it can be also
promising to consider a joint analysis with ancillary data. External
datasets such as 21-cm maps (e.g., Cox et al., in prep) and galaxy
distributions (e.g., Scott et al. 2021) can be useful resources for
cross-correlation analyses, which are expected to be available from
observatories such as HERA (DeBoer et al. 2017), SKA (Mellema
et al. 2013), and the Roman Space Telescope (Spergel et al. 2015)
in the coming decade. While tracers like the 21-cm signal are also
contaminated by foregrounds and survey-specific systematics, which
cause loss of information in inaccessible modes, the extra redshift
information from cross-correlating the NIRB with these 3D trac-
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three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations, where they
find similar threshold halo masses as Machacek et al. (2001).
Mebane et al. (2018) used a semi-analytic model of star for-
mation, including feedback properties such as a LW back-
ground, photoionization due to Pop III stars, supernovae of
Pop III stars and metal-enriched stars, and chemical enrich-
ment, to determine for how long Pop III stars will survive
for and found that Pop III stars can continue to form until
z ⇡ 6. They found a minimum halo mass for hosting Pop
III star formation, but with the caveat that they did not in-
clude H2 self-shielding. They found that when Pop III stars
contribute to the LW background, the minimum halo mass
for Pop III star formation is 4 ⇥ 106M� at z = 20, simi-
lar to results from Tegmark et al. (1997). The results from
Trenti et al. (2009) and Mebane et al. (2018) have higher
halo masses in comparison with M01, although this more
closely matches results from simulations (see Wise & Abel
2007; O’Shea & Norman 2008).

It should be noted that because our box is fairly small,
we cannot capture the cosmic variance of rare haloes and
galaxies. For example, at late times, a single galaxy dom-
inates the LW radiation field, and drives up the host halo
masses. However, we would expect this to happen at dif-
ferent times in other cosmological volumes. Therefore, we
cannot directly compare the time dependence, however, a
comparison as a function of LW intensity is still valid.

Yoshida et al. (2003) used cosmological simulations to
study the formation of primordial star-forming clouds. They
followed the growth of structure to find where gas cools and
condenses which would form the first stars, and how the
e↵ects of LW radiation may a↵ect these gas clouds. Impor-
tantly, they included H2 self-shielding within haloes. In a
series of simulations, they found a minimum halo mass for
those haloes hosting gas clouds which may result in active
star formation (see their Figure 12). They found that in the
presence of a LW background of 0.01 J21, the minimum halo
mass is 7 ⇥ 105M�. When H2 self-shielding is taken into
account along with a LW background, their minimum halo
mass decreases to 4.5⇥ 105M�. This value lies close to the
case where there is no LW background applied, where the
minimum halo mass is 3.5 ⇥ 105M�. They found that H2

self-shielding does appear to be an e�cient mechanism en-
abling primordial gas cooling. In comparison with our work,
we find similar minimum halo masses for each redshift, al-
though we do see a wider range of halo masses, ranging from
2.8⇥105 M� to 1.4⇥107 M�. While our haloes never expe-
rience a LW intensity as low as 0.01 J21, we find that their
minimum mass for this LW intensity lies in the same mass
range as our haloes (see blue open circle in Figure 10).

Wise & Abel (2007) used cosmological simulations to
investigate H2 cooling in a LW background. They found
that H2 cooling is dominant even when there is a large LW
background present. They did not include self-shielding and
subsequently found halo masses at their collapse that lie
well above the M01 relation (see red open triangles in Fig-
ure 10). Their JLW = 0 control is plotted in Figure 10 at
JLW/J21 = 10�4. O’Shea & Norman (2008) used cosmologi-
cal simulations to investigate Pop III star formation in var-
ious LW backgrounds. They found that due to an increased
LW background, there is a delay in star formation, and thus
there is an increase in the halo masses at collapse. They
also ignored H2 self-shielding in their calculations which can

Figure 10. The halo mass versus the average LW intensity nor-
malized by J21 versus for this work and a variety of other works.
The black solid line is from M01 given our LW background, blue
solid line from Trenti & Stiavelli (2009) at z = 20, the purple
solid line from Visbal et al. (2014) at z = 20, blue open circle
from Yoshida et al. (2003), green open squares from O’Shea &
Norman (2008), and red open triangles from Wise & Abel (2007).
JLW = 0 for the various sources is plotted here at JLW/J21 =
10�4. The right panel represents halo masses corresponding to
di↵erent streaming velocities from Naoz et al. (2013) and Schauer
et al. (2019). The solid bands of halo masses correspond to the
characteristic masses of haloes to contain a baryon fraction that
is half of the cosmic mean for various redshifts and for the shown
streaming velocities from Naoz et al. (2013). For each band, the
maximum halo mass occurs at z = 15. For streaming velocities
of 3.4�vbc, 1.7�vbc, and 1�vbc (5.8 km s�1 at z = 199), the min-
imum halo mass occurs at z = 17, 22, and 27, respectively. The
minimum halo mass hosting cold dense gas for di↵erent streaming
velocities, given at their starting redshift z = 200, from Schauer
et al. (2019) are shown as horizontal black lines.

again account for the increased halo masses they found com-
pared to this work, as can be seen in Figure 10 (open green
squares). Their halo masses are similar to the results of Wise
& Abel (2007). Their control of J21 = 0 control is plotted
at JLW/J21 = 10�4. Hirano et al. (2015) used cosmological
simulations to study 1540 collapsing metal-free gas clouds
in the early universe to derive the corresponding primor-
dial stellar mass distribution. They find that stars form in
haloes above virial masses Mvir = 2.1 ⇥ 105M� at z = 30
and Mvir = 9.9⇥105M� at z = 10. These masses are consis-
tent with our results with our mean halo mass lying between
these values.

4.3 Caveats

There are a few minor shortcomings to this work that should
be noted. As discussed in §2.2.1, the number of Pop III star
particles that form is insensitive to merging distances in our
formation algorithm down to 0.625 pc. Since this value is
larger than fragmentation scales within molecular cores, it is
possible that our Pop III star particles are sites for multiple
Pop III star formation. With this in mind, our multiplicity
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Summary

• The late reionization picture is still holding up. Inefficient star formation in low-mass halos 
drives steep decline in SFRD w/ z, pretty robust to modelling assumptions.


• Escape fraction still a problem, exacerbated by short mean free paths. Binarity & 
burstiness help! 21-cm observations should help with Mh dependence.


• LW feedback getting weaker in simulations. More PopIII expected?


• Efficient PopIII should have discernible impact on NIRB (SPHEREx), 21-cm GS/PS.


• Could be surprises in store. Reliant on rest-ultraviolet observations, extension to rest-
optical at z > 6 with JWST is a huge advance. Pushing UVLF limits fainter helps constrain 
current extrapolations. ALMA results probe dust more directly. Stay tuned!



Questions?


